AROUND CAMPUS

Cal Poly’s campus and the surrounding Central Coast community provide students with an empowering environment to pursue their studies and have a unique California university experience.

Biology students count clusters of Monarch butterflies in Oceano as part of Cal Poly’s Monarch Alert project.
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Game time on the 50-yard line at Spanos Stadium.
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the newly renovated ASI Rec Center at Cal Poly.
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Students strum away their downtime on Dexter Lawn.
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Dusk falls on Poly Canyon Village.
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Students, professors and local disabled residents kayak in Morro Bay as part of Cal Poly’s Adaptive Paddling program.
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The Morros through San Luis Obispo County.
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Cal Poly’s vineyard.
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Cal Poly’s campus and the surrounding Central Coast community provide students with an empowering environment to pursue their studies and have a unique California university experience.